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Stay tuned for a brand-new show coming in winter 2018 to PBS Kids: Pinkalicious & Peterrific! It’s
pinkerrific! It’s pinkamazing! It’s Pinkalicious! And it’s only 5 minutes! #1 New York Times bestselling
author Victoria Kann brings young readers a collection of 12 Pinkalicious stories designed for sharing at
bedtime or storytime. Join Pinkalicious in this paper-over-board collection of 12 fun-filled stories as she
meets a mini-mermaid, has fun with fashion, and learns to fly a kite. With 5 minutes of pinkatastic read-aloud
adventure in each story, full-color illustrations throughout, and a sturdy padded cover, this storybook
treasury is perfect for bedtime or for young readers on-the-go! This collection includes: Cherry Blossom
Fashion Fun Pinkalicious and the Pink Parakeet Pinkalicious and the Sick Day Story Time Tutu-rrific
Pinkalicious and Planet Pink The Royal Tea Party School Lunch Pinkalicious and the Little Butterfly
Pinkalicious and Aqua, the Mini-Mermaid Apples, Apples, Apples!
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious & Peterrific!
Pinkalicious and Peter have a magni-fish-cent time down at the dock in this new Pinkalicious I Can Read
adventure brought to young readers by #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann. Pinkalicious
wants to catch the pinkest fish in the sea when she goes fishing with Peter. What they catch isn’t
pinkapretty...it’s even better! Pinkalicious: Fishtastic! is a Level One I Can Read, which means it’s perfect
for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious & Peterrific!
When Pinkalicious learns about Planet Pink, she has fun imagining life as a Pinktonian alien living on the
pinkest planet in the universe! But what would happen if the Pinktonians paid her a visit? Beginning readers
will love the close encounters in this space-themed Pinkalicious I Can Read adventure! This is a Level One I
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Can Read book that is perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Synopsis coming soon.......
Pinkalicious: Cherry Blossom
Goldilicious
Pinkalicious at the Fair
Pinkalicious and the Pink Parakeet
Pinkalicious: 5-Minute Pinkalicious Stories
Pinkalicious thinks school is okay, but she misses her imaginary unicorn, Goldie. When she
brings her golden classmate to class one day, her teacher is concerned: Unicorns aren't
allowed in school! It's up to Pinkalicious to make sure Goldie behaves herself. In this I Can
Read companion to the New York Times bestsellers Pinkalicious, Purplicious, and Goldilicious,
a pink-crazed girl learns that with her companion by her side, school rules!
One bug rolled up in a rug Two bats in thick woolly hats Three pigs in purple wigs Is George
going to be as toasty and warm as a goat in a coat or as freezy as a fox with holes in his
socks? Find out in this cosy, cuddly counting book filled with snug and shivery creatures!
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious
& Peterrific! Pinkalicious and her friends have a mermazing time in this Level One I Can Read
adventure that celebrates the power of friendship. Pinkalicious likes her new friend Splash the
merminnie, even though he is a show-off. When Splash’s flashy tricks get him in trouble, it’s up
to Pinkalicious and her friends to save him! Pinkalicious and the Merminnies is a Level One I
Can Read, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Pinkalicious's new ice skates are plain white, so before she takes them out on the ice she
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decides to color them with her cotton candy pink magic marker.
Pinkalicious: The Princess of Pink Slumber Party
Pinkalicious: Tutu-rrific
Pink Around the Rink
Tallulah's Toe Shoes
Pinkalicious and the Flower Fairy

Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV
series Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author
Victoria Kann brings young readers a Pinkalicious I Can Read story about
creativity, ingenuity, and fashion. Pinkalicious decides that she and her friends
should play dress-up using her mother’s clothes. But when Mommy asks them
to find something else to do, Pinkalicious comes up with a pinkerrific idea! She
and her friends create pinkatastic outfits from household items, like coffee
filters and macaroni. Pinkalicious: Fashion Fun is a Level One I Can Read book,
which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and
sentences!
Celebrate spring with Pinkalicious! #1 New York Times bestselling author
Victoria Kann brings young readers a Pinkalicious I Can Read adventure about
flowers and the power of imagination. Pinkalicious is absolutely positive that a
flower fairy will visit her garden. After all, flower fairies love pink, and so does
Pinkalicious! When Pinkalicious transforms her garden into a pink wonderland,
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will it entice the flower fairy to visit? Pinkalicious and the Flower Fairy is a
Level One I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to
sound out words and sentences. Whether shared at home or in a classroom,
the short sentences, familiar words, and simple concepts of Level One books
support success for children eager to start reading on their own. Readers can
watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series
Pinkalicious & Peterrific!
When Pinkalicious and Peter decide to visit their favorite park, they find that
it's no longer their favorite place—the park is now filled with stinky trash!
Pinkalicious has an idea and makes an extra-special wand out of a stick and
some flowers. Now whenever Pinkalicious makes a wish, adds a little love, and
recites a pinkatastic rhyme, something amazing happens: Everything turns
greenerrific! Join Pinkalicious as she turns an ordinary place into an
Emeraldalicious world! Kids will love this colorful picture book with a message
about doing our part to keep our world clean and beautiful. Supports the
Common Core Learning Standards
Learn to read with young Amelia Bedelia! Amelia Bedelia has been loved by
readers for more than fifty years, and it turns out that her childhood is full of
silly mix-ups, too! Amelia Bedelia’s parents are holding a yard sale—but Amelia
Bedelia loves playing in her yard, and she doesn’t want to sell it! Luckily, her
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mother promises they will only sell things in the yard. When one neighbor
wishes she could buy the flowers, Amelia Bedelia fetches a shovel to dig some
up. After all, a yard will always grow back! The Amelia Bedelia books are
great for growing the vocabularies of newly independent readers. Amelia
Bedelia by the Yard is a Level 1 I Can Read book, perfect for children learning
to sound out words and sentences. More than 35 million Amelia Bedelia books
sold since 1963!
Pinkalicious and the Pinkatastic Zoo Day
Meet Owlette!
Pinkalicious and the Pirates
Pinkalicious: Story Time
Includes 12 Pinkatastic Stories!
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series
Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann is back with
a new I Can Read story featuring Pinkalicious! When Pinkalicious goes on a class trip to the
birdhouse, she can't wait to see all the different birds—especially the rare pink parakeet!
Pinkalicious sees lovebirds, peacocks, toucans, and even one very chatty parrot, but no
parakeet—until she spies it escaping from the birdhouse! Everyone gets in a flap, and it's
up to Pinkalicious to bring her feathered friend back home. This is a Level One I Can Read
book that is perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann is back with a new I Can Read story
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featuring Pinkalicious! It's the pinkest day of the year! Thanks to a magical swirl of pink
petals, Pinkalicious experiences a traditional Japanese cherry blossom celebration and
learns to fly a kite with the help of a new friend. This is a Level One I Can Read book,
which means it's perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Learn to read with young Amelia Bedelia! Amelia Bedelia has been loved by readers for
more than fifty years, and it turns out that her childhood is full of silly mix-ups, too! The
star of the bestselling picture book series now has her own Level 1 I Can Read books that
will keep newly independent readers laughing, reading, and expanding their vocabularies.
In this latest adventure, when Amelia Bedelia’s parents decide to look for a new house,
Amelia Bedelia discovers what really makes a home. Amelia Bedelia loves the house she
lives in, and she really loves her neighborhood. But when her parents suggest a move, she
turns it into an adventure. Together they visit open houses, explore new neighborhoods,
and discover that home is where the heart is. Amelia Bedelia learns all about different
types of houses in this Level 1 I Can Read full of family and adventure.
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series
Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann is back with
a new I Can Read story featuring Pinkalicious! In Pinkalicious and the Perfect Present,
Pinkalicious gets some money of her own to spend at a yard sale. To find the most
pinkeriffic treasure for herself, Pinkalicious sorts through piles and piles of fabulous dressup clothes, sports gear, and more. Yet when she finally finds the perfect purchase,
Pinkalicious realizes it's even more perfect for her mother! Beginning readers and parents
will love this warm Pinkalicious I Can Read story, which shows that the best gifts aren't the
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ones you receive but the ones you give. This is a Level One I Can Read book, which means
it's perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Silverlicious
Pinkalicious: Fishtastic!
Emeraldalicious
Pinkalicious: The Pinkerrific Playdate
Pinkalicious and the Pinkadorable Pony
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series
Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann
brings young readers a Pinkalicious I Can Read story about creativity and the best
babysitter ever. When Maya babysits Peter and Pinkalicious, they all enjoy
playing pinkatastic games and drinking yummy hot chocolate until—crash!—Peter
breaks his mother’s mug! Can Pinkalicious turn the broken pieces into art with
heart? Pinkalicious and the Babysitter is a Level One I Can Read book, which
means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences!
*NOW A HIT TV SERIES ON DISNEY JUNIOR* From the dazzling bestselling duo Jane
O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser comes a fancy, frilly ballet story with a lot of
heart. Young ballerinas and Fancy Nancy fans will shout encore! Fancy Nancy is
ready for the spotlight! Fancy Nancy and her best friend, Bree, couldn't be more
excited about their upcoming dance show. After all, it's all about mermaids, and
who knows how to be a fancy, glamorous mermaid better than Fancy Nancy
herself? But when another ballerina wins the coveted role of the mermaid, Nancy
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is stuck playing a dreary, dull tree. Can Nancy bring fancy flair to her role, even
though it isn't the one she wanted? And when disaster strikes right before the big
ballet, who will step into the spotlight? Perfect for fans of the Eloise and Olivia
books. Ooh la la! Fancy Nancy is starring in her own fabulous TV show on Disney
Junior. READ THE BOOKS THAT STARTED IT ALL! Fancy Nancy Fancy Nancy and the
Posh Puppy Fancy Nancy: Bonjour, Butterfly Fancy Nancy: Splendiferous
Christmas Fancy Nancy and the Fabulous Fashion Boutique Fancy Nancy and the
Mermaid Ballet Fancy Nancy: Fanciest Doll in the Universe Fancy Nancy and the
Wedding of the Century Fancy Nancy 10th Anniversary Edition Fancy Nancy:
Saturday Night Sleepover Fancy Nancy: Oodles of Kittens
A Step 2 Step into Reading Science Reader based on an episode of the hit PBS
Kids TV show The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That! Join the Cat in the Hat
as he takes Sally and Nick on an adventure into space to learn the names of the
eight planets in our solar system! Written in rhyme for children who can read with
help, this Step 2 book is a great way to introduce beginning readers to basic
concepts about space and to support the Common Core State Standards. Step 2
Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For
children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
Stay tuned for a brand-new show coming in winter 2018 to PBS Kids: Pinkalicious
& Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann is back with a
new I Can Read story featuring Pinkalicious! Pinkalicious is surprised when the
author of her favorite series, the Princess Plum books, turns out to be a man and
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not a princess! But after talking to him, she is inspired to write her own
stories—and when she finds herself daydreaming about her ideas in class,
Pinkalicious’s teacher decides to have a writing festival. Beginning readers will
love seeing how Pinkalicious uses her imagination to write a pinkamazing story in
this I Can Read adventure! This is a Level One I Can Read book, which means it’s
perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
My Little Pony: Meet the Squad!
Pinkalicious and the Pinkettes
Pinkalicious and the Cupcake Calamity
Pinkalicious and the Amazing Sled Run
Planet Name Game (Dr. Seuss/Cat in the Hat)

Pinkalicious and her family have a giddy-up good time in
this new Level One I Can Read adventure down at the ranch,
brought to you by #1 New York Times bestselling author
Victoria Kann. When Pinkalicious visits the Pink Pines
Ranch, she meets the most amazing mini-tastic miniature
pony! When the peewee pony escapes her corral, it’s up to
Pinkalicious to find her. Pinkalicious and the Pinkadorable
Pony is Guided Reading Level K and a Level One I Can Read
book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to
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sound out words and sentences.
It's Thanksgiving Day, and Pinkalicious and Peter decide to
be Thanksgiving helpers!
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the
funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious & Peterrific! It's
Teddy Bear Day at the zoo, and Pinkalicious and Peter are
having a pinkatastic time with their teddy bears. The day is
perfect until a sneaky monkey with an eye for teddy bears
scoops up Pinkalicious's bear. How can Pinkalicious stop her
from monkeying around? Pinkalicious and the Pinkatastic Zoo
Day is a Level One I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect
for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
For use in schools and libraries only. Deciding to buy lunch
for the first time at school, Pinkalicious worries that she
may have bitten off more than she can chew.
Pinkalicious and Planet Pink
Pinkalicious: Happy Birthday!
Pinkalicious and the Babysitter
School Lunch
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Amelia Bedelia on the Move
Tallulah is frustrated because the grownups will not let
her try dancing in toe shoes yet, so she sneaks a pair out
of the wastebasket and tries on her own.
Being Pinkalicious is pinkatastic, especially when she's
accompanied by her pet unicorn, Goldilicious. Goldie is a
roller-skating, kite-flying, high-jumping unicorn who will
protect Pinkalicious from the evil wizardry of her little
brother, Peter. Together, Pinkalicious and Goldilicious can
conquer anything! This enchanting follow-up to the New York
Times bestselling Pinkalicious and Purplicious brings to
life a new and magical character that is every bit as
captivating as her pinkeriffic owner. With heaps of
creativity and a touch of sparkle, Goldilicious glows—from
horn to toe.
When Pinkalicious loses a tooth, it's not just any
tooth—it's her sweet tooth! Suddenly candy no longer tastes
sweet! With her pinkatastic pen, Pinkalicious writes a note
to the Tooth Fairy and tucks it under her pillow . . . only
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to hear from Cupid, the Easter Bunny, and a Christmas elf
instead. It is not until the Tooth Fairy finally
responds—and works some magic—that Pinkalicious discovers
where sweetness really comes from. Fairy-tale characters
and sparkling scenes make Silverlicious a sweet treat for
all.
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the
funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1
New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann brings
young readers a Pinkalicious I Can Read adventure about
imagination, courage, and lots of snow! Pinkawow! It snows
so hard in Pinkville that the snow reaches the rooftops.
Pinkalicious and Peter build a sled run that starts at
Pinkalicious’s upstairs bedroom window and goes all over
Pinkville! Wheeee! When Peter sees how steep it is he
freezes in his tracks! Can his big sister Pinkalicious help
Peter conquer his fears and enjoy the ride? Pinkalicious
and the Amazing Sled Run is a Level One I Can Read book,
which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out
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words and sentences.
Pinkalicious: The Royal Tea Party
Amelia Bedelia by the Yard
Pinkalicious: Fashion Fun
Pinkalicious and the Merminnies
Pinkalicious and the Perfect Present
#1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann is back with a new I Can Read story
featuring Pinkalicious! Pinkalicious can't wait to go to ballet class with her best friend,
Alison, but things take a turn when there's a mix-up and Pinkalicious ends up in the big
kids' class. Will Pinkalicious get lost among the dancers, or will she be able to jump to new
heights? This is a Level One I Can Read book that is perfect for children learning to sound
out words and sentences.
It's purple Pinkalicious! Pinkalicious loves the color pink, but all the girls at school like
black. They tease her, saying that pink stinks and pink is for babies. But Pinkalicious
doesn't think so…that is, until her friends stop playing with her. Now Pinkalicious has a
case of the blues. But could she ever turn her back on her favorite color? In the follow-up
to the bestselling Pinkalicious, a young girl remains true to herself and discovers that pink
isn't only a pretty color, but also a powerful one.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann brings young readers a Pinkalicious
I Can Read adventure that celebrates creativity and resourcefulness! Rock out with
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Pinkalicious and her friends in this Level One I Can Read. Pinkalicious and her friends
want to start a band, but they don’t have any instruments! Pinkalicious will need to find a
creative answer. When Pinkalicious realizes there are amazing sounds all around, she
figures out what to do. Pinkalicious and the Pinkettes is a Level One I Can Read book,
which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences. Readers
can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious &
Peterrific!
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series
Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann brings
young readers another pinkatastic I Can Read story featuring Pinkalicious! Pinkalicious is
crowning Goldie as Princess Goldilicious and throws a royal tea party to celebrate. Of
course, that means tea, sandwiches, and lots and lots of pinkerrific decorations! But Peter
has a few creative ideas of his own for the party—right before all the guests arrive! Will the
perfect party turn into a royal mess? This is a Level 1 I Can Read book that is perfect for
children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Pinkalicious: School Rules!
Purplicious
Snug as a Bug
From Sheep to Sweater
Fancy Nancy and the Mermaid Ballet
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Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV
series Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria
Kann brings young readers a Pinkalicious I Can Read Story about friendship and
the magical unicorn, Goldilicious. Pinkalicious and Molly are headed to the
Pinkville Fair and can’t wait to eat lots of pink cotton candy! But can
Pinkalicious still have fun when it’s time to go and she can’t find her unicorn,
Goldie? Pinkalicious at the Fair is a Level One I Can Read Book, which means
it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Pinkalicious and her new friend, Rose, are having a playdate! With so many fun
things to do, will the friends have enough time together?
It's time for a pinkerrific slumber party at Pinkalicious's house! Pinkalicious has
invited all her friends, including a dragon to protect the Princesses of Pink.
How does sheep's wool turn into cozy clothing? Follow each step in the
production cycle—from shearing a sheep to pulling on a warm sweater—in this
fascinating book!
Pinkalicious: Thanksgiving Helper
Join Pinkalicious on a cupcake adventure in New York Times bestselling author
and artist Victoria Kann’s beginning reader Pinkalicious and the Cupcake Calamity.
Mr. Swizzle has a surprise for everyone in town—a brand-new cupcake machine!
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But when the cupcakes don’t come out, Pinkalicious sneaks inside the machine to
see what’s going on. She ends up with an even bigger treat than she imagined!
Pinkalicious and the Cupcake Calamity is a Level One I Can Read book, which
means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Starlight Glimmer has the very best friends in all of Ponyville! Come meet Princess
Twilight Sparkle, Rainbow Dash, Pinkie Pie, Fluttershy, Rarity, Applejack, and
more in this charming leveled reader based on My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic!
Featuring a winning combination of favorite licensed characters and carefully
controlled text, reading along or reading alone just got more fun with Passport to
Reading! All books include a parent letter, word count, Guided Reading level, and
number of sight words. Level 2: Reading out Loud: Encourage developing readers
to sound out loud, more complex stories with simple vocabulary. ©2019 Hasbro. All
Rights Reserved.
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV series
Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Kann
brings young readers a Pinkalicious I Can Read pirate adventure about bravery,
creativity, and making unlikely new friends. Pinkalicious and Peter go to the hidden
cove to meet their friend Aqua, but the mini-mermaid is nowhere in sight. Instead,
they see pirates…ARGHH! Pinkalicious and the Pirates is a Level One I Can Read
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book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and
sentences.
Get to know Owlette in this sweet board book based on PJ Masks, the hit
preschool series airing on Disney Junior! When there’s trouble, Amaya becomes
Owlette! You can join Catboy, Gekko, and Owlette as they go into the night to save
the day and see how Owlette helps her super team in this awesome shaped board
book. PJ Masks © Frog Box / Entertainment One UK Limited / Walt Disney EMEA
Productions Limited 2014
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